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Following through…
I don’t really like playing golf.
While I really enjoying being
outdoors and walking around
a tranquil green course, I have
one major downside to my
golf game. According to those
I play with I lose my cool /get
bored and forget about
having a convincing followthrough when I hit the ball. It
seems like I would prefer to
be bitten by a puff adder than
take the full swing on my
shots. As a consequence, the
ball (and hence my game)
never reaches its’ full
potential.
I even thought that upgrading
my clubs from a set bought
for a fiver from a deceased
estate to something which
had a brand and no rust on
the shafts might help. But
while I felt there was some
improvement in some aspects
of my game (I now had the
right clubs for all situations),
the reality was that I had just
removed a few obstacles
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which made my fatal flaw
more obvious.
I tried full swings, using my
hips, head down, not turning
inside out… all the mantra’s
which should help but to no
avail. There is one inescapable
problem – my follow through.
I didn’t really know how to fix
it myself, so I kept playing
badly, and hating it.

A lot like a golf swing,
many businesses have
trouble in their follow
through when new

opportunities present
themselves

A lot like my golf – many
businesses have an issue with
their follow through. In an
increasingly competitive
environment, we need to be
actively following through on
all new business opportunities
which come our way. Many

clients want our services, but
don’t really know what to
expect. Nor do they typically
understand the breadth of
services we can provide
(commonly known as wasted
opportunities or money left
on the table).
Few businesses have a
structured process to ensure
they fully explain to potential
and new clients the full nature
of services provided and how
these can help the client fulfil
both known and unknown
needs. A little like my golfing
problem, many businesses are
eager to prove their value by
solving an immediate, known
need of a client, the client is
happy and you receive some
income. However in the vast
number of cases, that client
will never fully realise the
work you can do for them.
Just like my golf game – you
never reach your full potential
with that client.
To allow your business to
expand, you need to tell your
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existing and prospective
customers about what you
can do for them. This means
you have to systematically
follow up leads with a client
using all the tools in your
arsenal – newsletters, events,
follow up calls and additional
promotions. No one system
works for all businesses; you
have to be able to determine
what is the most effective for
the products and services you
provide.
What should you promote?
Simply this: how your services
resolve the needs of your
customers. You should be in
the business of offering
solutions, not a short term fix.
This includes their known
problems as well as the
unknown or unrealised issues
that they may be facing.
A great example is the pest
spray company that offered a
regular service plan – the
spray twice a year and
guaranteed to come out and
do another service if you see
spiders or cockroaches in your
house between services at no
extra charge. The company
could have marketed the one-
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time-fix, but by providing a
solution at a fixed cost, they
were able to meet the
homeowners’ immediate
concern of the bugs in their
house, and the (as yet)
unrealised fear of bugs
turning up 2 months after the
last spray and secondly of
uncontrolled pest spraying
costs.

services to fix a customer
problem, and then follow that
lead through to a conclusion
(to buy not one but several of
your services).

Customers are interested

Your objective has to be to
become “the” firm the
customer goes to with any
problems in your area of
expertise. The only way that
will happen is if they know
that you are “the” firm who
can solve their problems.

in solutions, not short term
fixes. Your job is to
differentiate the two and
market your solutions
correctly

The benefit for the company
was obvious: guaranteed
work, fixed income and the
ability to turn one-off sprays
into regular long-term clients,
typically at a higher margin
due to the guarantee that
would being offered.

While your business may offer
more than a pest-spray, the
basic principles of the follow
through apply. You need to
tell your customers what you
can do for them; then tell
them again and again.

It all comes down to this.
Your business can grow
exponentially if you are willing
to undertake what so few of
your competitors in the
marketplace today do – the
follow through.

All it took was to apply the
basic rule of the follow
through – promote all of your
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